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ABSTRACT  

We investigate and compare the spatial (lateral) resolution, or more generally, the instrument’s transfer function (ITF) of 

surface slope measuring profilometers of two different types that are commonly used for high accuracy characterization 

of x-ray optics at the long-spatial-wavelength range. These are an autocollimator based profiler, Optical Surface 

Measuring System (OSMS), and a long trace profiler, LTP-II, both available at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) 

X˗Ray Optics Lab (XROL). In the OSMS, an ELCOMAT-3000 electronic auto-collimator, vertically mounted to the 

translation carriage and equipped with an aperture of 2.5 mm diameter, is scanned along the surface under test. The 

LTP˗II ITF has been measured for two different configurations, a classical two-beam pencil-beam-interferometry and a 

single-Gaussian-beam deflectometry. For the ITF calibration, we apply a recently developed method based on test 

surfaces with one-dimensional (1D) linear chirped height profiles of constant slope amplitude. Analytical expressions for 

the ITFs, empirically deduced based on the experimental results, are presented. We also discuss the application of the 

results of the ITF measurements and modeling to improve the surface slope metrology with state-of-the-art x-ray 

mirrors. This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under contract number DE-AC02-05CH11231.  

Keywords: synchrotron radiation, spatial resolution, point spread function, PSF, instrument’s transfer function, ITF, 

calibration, metrology of x-ray optics, surface metrology, slope profilometry 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Beamlines at fully coherent free electron laser (FEL) and diffraction limited synchrotron storage ring (DLSR) sources of 

x-rays, such as the ALS-U (an ongoing upgrade of the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Berkeley Lab [1,2]), require 

high-performing, near-perfect, x-ray optics, capable of delivering light to experiments without significant degradation of 

brightness and coherence. Driven by the desired beamline performance under specific experimental conditions, the 

specification of surface tolerances of the optics is based on rigorous optical simulations, involving the surface height 

deviations over the beamline specific spatial frequency range of many orders on magnitude (see, for example, 

Refs. [3˗6] and references therein). It is challenging to reduce these specifications to root-mean-square (RMS) or peak-to-

valley (PV) numbers across general length scales (optic manufactures still typically use such single numbers), except as a 

guide based on current understanding, including the tolerances required by similar beamlines. In the optic’s tangential 

direction, these reduced tolerances can be expressed via the residual (after subtraction of an ideal shape) shape errors of 

50–100 nrad (RMS) in the slope domain and 1–2 nm (PV) in the height domain, with tight control of the allowed power 

spectral density (PSD) and error correlation lengths. In addition, some beamlines require nano-focusing optics with 

significant tangential and sagittal curvatures; some may require meter-scale mirror lengths [7]. 

In order to ensure the optimal usage of the super-high-quality optics at beamlines, the dedicated ex situ metrology tools 

have to be capable of surface measurements over whole spatial frequency range (from the lowest frequency of 

~ 10˗3 mm,-1 determined by the mirror length, and up to the ~ 103 mm-1) with high accuracy and reliability. Ideally, 

metrology accuracy has to be better than the specification by a factor of few (2–5).  
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Multiple tools are used to characterize optics, and no single tool operates with the required accuracy covering the entire 

range of spatial frequencies. Thus, in the ALS X-Ray Optics Laboratory (XROL) [8,9], slope profilometers and Fizeau 

interferometers, phase-shifting interferometric microscopes, and atomic force microscopes cover the long, middle, and 

short spatial wavelength ranges, respectively. For extraction of an complete surface topography of the surface under test 

(SUT), needed for optical beamline performance evaluations, the measurements with different metrology tools have to 

be cross-checked and composed (stitched) together. Besides the measurement accuracy of each tool, the stitching 

reliability suffers on the peculiarity of the tool’s spatial frequency response, limiting its resolution. 

In this paper, we investigate and compare the spatial (lateral) resolution, or more generally, the instrument’s point spread 

function (PSF) and instrument’s transfer function (ITF; defined as the Fourier transform of the PSF) [10˗12] of surface 

slope profilometers of two different types that are commonly used for high accuracy characterization of x-ray optics in 

the low-spatial-frequency range. These are the upgraded Long Trace Profiler (LTP-II) [13-17] and the autocollimator 

(AC) based Optical Surface Measuring System (OSMS) [18-21], available at the ALS XROL (see Sec. 2). Both the LTP-

II and OSMS essentially operate as high precision deflection sensors to measure angle. These tools have proven capable 

of characterizing modern aspherical x-ray optics with accuracy of the level of 50-100 nrad (RMS). The LTP-II ITF has 

been measured for two different configurations, as a classical two-beam pencil-beam-interferometer (PBI) and as a 

single-Gaussian-beam (SGB) deflectometer (Sec. 3). For the ITF calibration, we apply a recently developed method 

based on test surfaces with one-dimensional (1D) linear chirped height profiles of constant slope amplitude [22,23]. In 

Sec. 4, the measured ITF of the LTP-II is compared with that of the OSMS equipped with a light beam aperture of 

circular orifice of 2.5-mm diameter [21]. Application of the measured ITF to approve the surface slope metrology with 

the LTP is discussed in Sec. 5. The paper concludes (Sec. 6) by summarizing the main concepts discussed through the 

paper and outlining a plan for future work. 

2. SURFACE SLOPE PROFILOMETRY AVAILABLE AT THE ALS XROL  

In this Section, we briefly describe the surface slope profilers, the LTP-II [13-17] and OSMS [18-21], performance of 

which we treat throughout this paper in the spatial frequency domain. 

2.1  The upgraded ALS LTP-II 

The LTP-II optical sensor is based on the pencil beam interferometer, initially suggested and patented by K. Von Bieren 

in 1985 [24-26] and firstly applied in long trace profilers for precision characterization of x-ray mirror surface slope 

topography in 1986 [27,28]. Having a number of important modifications to the optical schematic [29-31], LTP type 

profilers remain one of only two classes of surface slope measuring tools that are broadly in use at metrology 

laboratories of x-ray facilities [14-17,32-43]. 

Figure 1 shows the current optical schematic of the ALS XROL LTP-II [17] and the LTP-II experimental arrangement 

used for measurements with the chirped test sample. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Optical schematic of the ALS XROL LTP-II [17] and the LTP-II arrangement for measurements with the 

chirped test sample [22,23]. 

The LTP-II sensor, with elements within the dotted box in Fig. 1(a), is placed on an air-bearing translation carriage. 

Unlike the last upgrade described in Ref. [17], when we removed the Dove prism in the reference channel, now the 



 

 
 

 

LTP˗II is equipped with a single-mode fiber-coupled laser system. This allows us, in particular, to measure diffraction 

gratings in the manner discussed in Refs. [34,41,42].  

The phase shifter [Fig. 1(a)], consisting of the movable and stationary Porro prisms, is used to adjust the phase 

difference and spatial separation of the two beam components, formed with a beam splitter BS1 [Fig. 1(a)]. The 

polarizing beam splitter BS2 sends the two-component beams to the SUT (the sample arm) and to the stationary 

reference mirror (the reference arm). The reference arm records the spurious slope variation due to the carriage pitch 

wobbling, as well as pointing instability of the laser beam.  

In the original ALS LTP-II design [13˗16], the Dove prism was used in the reference arm in order to combine with a 

correct relative sign the errors due to the carriage pitch wobbling and laser beam pointing instability [31]. However, as it 

was pointed out in Ref. [17], the poor quality of the Dove prism appeared to be one of the major sources of systematic 

errors. Thus, the Dove prism was removed, assuming that the pointing instability is significantly suppressed in a multi-

scan run, arranged according to the optimal scanning strategy, designed to defeat the measurement errors due to 

instrumental temporal drifts [44]. This assumption has even more sense with the new single-mode fiber-coupled laser 

system, with extremely small and slow pointing drift. Figure 2 illustrates the point with the results of the LTP-II stability 

run with a fake motor (no carriage translation) and the reference mirror mounted to the carriage. 

 

Figure 2. Pointing stability of the LTP-II with the new single-mode fiber-coupled laser system. The LTP-II stability run of 8 

scans, optimally arranged to suppress the drift error [44], was performed with a fake motor (no carriage translation) and the 

reference mirror mounted to the carriage. The major source of the random error is air convection in the reference-beam 

optical path.  

The reflected sample and reference beams are focused with the Fourier transform lens (FTL) to a position sensitive CCD 

detector. The detected intensity distribution resulting from the interference of the two components of each beam, 

depends on the phase shift between the beam components. In the classical PBI, with the phase difference adjusted to π, 

the interference has a destructive character with the intensity minimum in the center. The position of the central 

minimum is a measure of the SUT surface slope. The folding mirrors, M1, M2, and M3, are used to make a compact 

design at the FTL focal length of 1.25 m.  

The current design of our LTP-II allows us to change the profiler configuration to realize the SGB operation mode by 

simply placing a beam-stop between the BS1 and the top Porro prism. Due to its relative simplicity (fewer optical 

elements and, potentially, higher temporal stability), the SGB mode seems to be preferable for high precision 

measurements with x-ray optics (see, for example, Ref. [38]). However, the questions about possible advantages of the 

PBI mode are still open. We see two fundamental properties limiting the profiler’s performance, which need to be 

investigated.  

One property is the systematic errors of the slope profiler in the PBI and SGB modes of operation. At first glance, due to 

the inherent differential character of the PBI-based sensor, such a tool should be less sensitive to the imperfections of the 

sensor optical elements. This question has been empirically investigated in a recent article [16], where a 4-peak mode of 

operation for the PBI-based LTP was first suggested and experimentally tested. It has been demonstrated that a 

significant suppression of the LTP systematic error is achievable when the surface slope trace is measured from an 

average of the two slope traces determined by the left and right side minimums. This observation is still wanting for a 

comprehensive understanding.   

The other fundamental property of a slope profiler is the lateral resolution, described with the instrument’s transfer 

function of the profiler. Comparison of the ITFs of the LTP-II in the PBI and SGB modes of operation is one of the 

major goals of the present investigation (see Sec. 3).  



 

 
 

 

2.2  The ALS OSMS 

The OSMS, recently brought to full scale operation at the ALS XROL [18-21], is a surface slope profiler based on an 

electronic autocollimator ELCOMAT-3000 [45]. The same ACs are used as optical slope sensors in the so-called 

Nanometer Optical Measuring Machine (NOM), originally developed at the HZB/BESSY-II [46-48]. A large number of 

optical metrology labs, including the labs at synchrotron and free-electron-laser x-ray facilities have AC-based 

profilometers in different arrangements [49-58].  

In the arrangement of a classical NOM-like profiler, the AC is placed stationary, while in the course of scanning, a high 

quality pentaprism (preferably, made of two mirrors [59,60]) is translated along the SUT. In this arrangement, first 

suggested in Ref. [61], the measurements are insensitive to the systematic error due to carriage wobble. However, 

because of a strong variation of the distance between the AC and the SUT, it is practically impossible to correct the AC 

systematic errors by using an angular calibration performed at a single fixed distance [62]. 

In the ALS OSMS, an ELCOMAT-3000 electronic auto-collimator, vertically mounted to the translation carriage, is 

directly scanned along the surface under test at essentially constant distance between the AC and the SUT (Fig. 3). This 

allows application of the AC fixed-distance calibration, which, in our case, was done at the PTB [21] and transferred to 

the OSMS with a dedicated calibration system [63]. The payment for this advantage is a necessity to characterize and 

correct the wobbling error with an additional AC. The light beam aperture of the scanning AC is attached with a tube 

assembly, enclosing the AC optical path and suppressing air-convection noise [64]. To the best of our knowledge, the 

arrangement of an AC-based surface slope profilometer with a movable, vertically oriented AC and an additional AC in 

the reference channel was first considered in Ref. [65] and later implemented and published in Refs. [19˗21,58].  

 

Figure 3. (a) Simplified schematic of the scanning gantry with a fixed distance autocollimator [60], and (b) as implemented 

on the ALS OSMS, with the aperture tube assembly attached to the AC [19-21]. The OSMS is capable of fully automatic 

two-dimensional surface slope mapping (see also paper [63] of the present conference). 

The spatial resolution of the AC-based slope profilers is limited by the size of the light beam aperture [66]. Similar to the 

XROL OSMS arrangement in this paper, a circular aperture with a diameter of about 2.5 mm is typically used. A smaller 

aperture diameter leads to an increase of the profilometer’s systematic error and loss of stability (repeatability) of the 

measurements [62]. Performance of the AC-based profilers with apertures of different shapes and sizes has been 

investigated in Ref. [21]. 

The accuracy of the ALS OSMS achieved in measurements with a significantly curved elliptical mirror with residual 

slope error of ~50 nrad (RMS) is on the level of 30 nrad (RMS) [66]. 



 

 
 

 

2.3  The ALS Developmental LTP 

For completeness, we should mention one more surface slope profiler available at the ALS XROL. This is the 

Developmental LTP (DLTP) [52,53], a low-budget version of a NOM-like ELCOMAT-3000-based profiler. Originally 

created as a test-bed of new experimental methods, data acquisition techniques, and measurement control software, now 

the DLTP is routinely used for one-dimensional measurements with reflective optics in side-facing orientation [53]. 

Because of the similarity of the DLTP and OSMS AC sensors, here we do not separately measure and discuss the DLTP 

resolution. 

Availability at the XROL of different metrology tools with similar functionality is crucial for increasing the confidence 

level of the metrology via cross-comparison of measurement performed with different tools with uncorrelated systematic 

errors. 

3. ITF MEASUREMENTS WITH THE ALS LTP-II 

For the ITF calibration of the slope profilers, we apply a method based on test surfaces with one-dimensional (1D) linear 

chirped height profiles of constant slope amplitude [23]. The two profiles of the chirped sample (the low and high 

frequency patterns) cover the spatial periods from ~ 1.1 mm to ~ 7.0 mm. Here, we present the ITF measurements 

performed over the low frequency pattern with range of periods of ~2.17.0 mm.  

Fabrication of a chirped sample with variation of the height amplitude down to a few nanometers is a rather challenging 

task [67]. In order to verify the quality of the fabricated sample and determine the inherent slope distribution of the test 

patterns, the height profiles of the sample were accurately measured with a large field-of-view Fizeau interferometer and 

numerically differentiated to get the corresponding slope variations [21]. The obtained inherent slope variation amplitude 

of the chirped profiles is close to, but not exactly constant. Nevertheless, the fabricated sample allows precision ITF 

characterization of different slope profiles. For example, the high efficacy of the ITF calibration with the developed 

chirped sample has been recently validated in resolution characterization of the OSMS sample arm AC, equipped with 

apertures of different shapes and sizes [21].  

3.1  The ITF of the ALS LTP-II in the SGB operation mode 

In the SGB operation mode of the LTP-II, we use two algorithms for precisely positioning the detected light beam. One 

algorithm consists in fitting the intensity distributions, detected with the LTP-II CCD camera, with the Gaussian function 

and determining the position of its maximum. We call it the Gaussian maximum fitting (GMF) algorithm. Alternatively, 

the centroid of the intensity distributions is calculated. The later algorithm is called here the centroid-calculation 

positioning (CCP). 

Figure 4 shows the slope profiles resulted in the two optional treatments of the intensity patterns. The measurement scan 

over the low-frequency pattern of the chirped sample was carried out with the LTP˗II in the SGB operation mode.   

 

Figure 4. Slope profiles resulted in (a) the Gaussian maximum fitting and (b) centroid-calculation positioning of the 

intensity patterns recorded with the LTP-II in the SGB operation mode (the solid blue lines); (the dotted green lines) the 

inherent slope variation of the low-frequency pattern of the chirped sample as measured with a Fizeau interferometer with 

the effective pixel size of 0.1 mm. 



 

 
 

 

The remarkable result in Fig. 4 is the significant difference, by a factor of ~ 4, of the slope variation amplitude at the 

highest spatial frequencies of about 0.5 mm,-1 accessible with the low-frequency chirped profile. The surface slope 

evaluation based on the CCP algorithm provides the slope values much closer to the inherent slope data. Quantitatively, 

this observation can be characterized by the effective point spread functions of the LTP-II in the SGB operation mode 

with application of the Gaussian fitting or the centroid calculation, the SGB/GMF and the SGB/CCP operation modes, 

respectively.  

On definition, the instrument’s PSF describes its response to a point (delta-function-like) topographic object (see, for 

example, Refs. [10-12]). The effect of the PSF on the 1D surface slope measurements can be expressed as a convolution 

of the instrument’s PSF with the inherent slope trace ( )INH x : 

MES INHPSF                                                                                   (1) 

where MES  is the measured trace and the symbol ‘*’ denotes the convolution operation.  

In the case of the LTP-II in the SGB operation mode, it is natural to use the PSF in the Gaussian form: 

    
1/2

2 2 22 exp (2 )PSF x 


  ,                                                                  (2) 

where x  is the position variable and 2  is the variance. For the measurements in Fig. 4, the values of the variance can 

be determined by best fitting the measured trace with the convolution expression (1).  

The result of convolution of the inherent slope variation (as measured with the Fizeau interferometer) with the Gaussian 

PSF [Eq. (2)] with 0.463  mm is depicted in Fig. 5a with the solid red line, together the trace, measured with the 

LTP-II in the SGB/CCP mode, shown in Fig. 5 with the dashed blue line. 

 

Figure 5. The slope profile measured with the LTP-II in the SGB/CCP mode (the dashed blue line) and (the solid red lines) 

the results of convolution of the Gaussian PSF [Eq. (2) with 0.463  mm] and the inherent slope variation, (a) as measured 

with the Fizeau interferometer and (b) as additionally corrected for the interferometer geometric aberration. The bottom 

traces show the difference of the corresponding slope traces in the top plots; the RMS variations of the difference traces are 

(a) 2.78 µrad and (b) 2.13 µrad. 

The RMS variation of the difference of the convolved and measured traces in Fig. 5a is 2.78 µrad, mainly due to the 

noticeable lateral mismatching of the traces over the central area of the sample. The mismatching appears in the 

difference as an oscillation with the amplitude varying approximately quadratically with the position along the sample. 

This can be due to the non-linearity of the LTP-II sampling or the geometric aberration of the interferometer. Having the 

LTP carriage translation precisely calibrated, we tested the former possibility with the simplest quadratic correction of 

the interferometric measurements.  

Figure 5b presents the convolved inherent slope variation that was additionally corrected for the quadratic geometric 

aberration (the solid red line). Due to the correction, the oscillation in the difference trace is dissipated, and the RMS 

variation is decreased by ~30%.  



 

 
 

 

Below in this paper, we will use as the inherent slope variation of the low-frequency chirped pattern the interferometric 

data corrected for the instrument’s geometric aberration.  

Figure 6 presents (the solid red lines) the results of modeling of the LTP-II PSF for the SGB/GMF operation mode (the 

dashed blue lines). Here, the Gaussian PSF [Eq. (2)] with 0.641  mm is convolved with the inherent slope variation 

of the chirped sample. The corresponding PSD distributions are shown in Fig. 6b.  

 

Figure 6. (a) The chirped sample slope profile as measured with the LTP-II in the SGB/GMF operation mode (the dashed 

blue line) and (the solid red lines) the results of convolution of the sample inherent slope variation (the dotted green line) 

with the Gaussian PSF [Eq. (2) with 0.641  mm]; (b) the PSD distributions of the slope profiles in plot (a). 

In the case of the LTP-II in the SGB/GMF mode (Fig. 6), the PSF in the form of Eq. (2) reasonably describes the drop of 

the measured amplitude. However, there is noticeable systematic overage of the convolved amplitude, increasing 

towards high spatial frequencies, that is clearly seen in the PSD distribution (Fig. 6b). This result, probably, can be 

explained by the deviation of the LTP-II beam intensity distribution (Fig. 7), measured in the LTP-II reference arm with 

a CCD camera placed before the reference mirror, from the Gaussian distribution. 

There is one more problem in the data, obtained when measuring the resolution of the LTP-II, which requires an 

explanation. The values of the PSF variance, obtained in SGB/GMF and SGB/CCP operation modes, when converted to 

the effective values of the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM), lead to 1.51GFWHM  mm and 1.09CFWHM  mm, 

respectively. These values are significantly larger than 0.853BFWHM  mm of the beam intensity distribution in Fig. 7. 

 

Figure 7. (a) Image of the reference-arm beam of the LTP-II in the SGB operation mode; (b) the one-dimensional intensity 

profile of the beam after integration of the 2D distribution in plot (a) in the sagittal direction. The value of the beam FWHM 

in the tangential direction is approximately 0.853 mm. 

The difference of the measured FWHM of the LTP-II beam, BFWHM , from the effective PSF values, GFWHM  and 

CFWHM , obtained by modeling of the LTP-II PSF in two different modes of data processing, is rather remarkable, 

especially for the case of the Gaussian fitting. It cannot be explained just by the deviation of the beam intensity 

distribution form the Gaussian shape, or by the difference of the beam sizes in the sample and reference arms. 

We consider another explanation, related to the observed strong variation of the shape of the sample beam intensity 

distribution detected with the LTP-II CCD camera.  



 

 
 

 

Video 1 shows the variation of the light beam intensity distributions in the reference arm (the left image) and (the right 

image) in the sample arm as detected with the LTP-II CCD camera. The data in the Video 1 corresponds to scanning the 

sensor of the LTP-II in the SGB operation mode along the chirped slope sample. The overall length of the trace 

presented in the video of ~ 65 mm corresponds to the higher spatial frequency part of the chirped pattern.  

 
Video 1. The variation of the light beam intensity distributions in the reference arm (the left image) and (the right image) in 

the sample arm as recorded with the LTP-II in the SGB operation mode. The carriage position is changed with 0.1 mm 

increment. Besides the overall shift of the sample-arm intensity distribution, there is a strong variation of its shape. The 

shape change is due to the within-beam interference when different parts of the beam, reflected from the strongly aspheric 

SUT, have a difference in the optical path, and correspondingly, in the phase. http://dx.doi.org/doi.number.goes.here 

In the course of the measurement, depicted in Video 1, the shape and the position of the intensity distribution recorded in 

the reference arm are almost unchanged. The small variation observed is mostly due to the carriage wobbling and light 

beam intensity instability. (Note that the LTP-II laser is tuned to stabilize frequency, rather than intensity.) This is unlike 

the behavior of the intensity distribution recorded in the sample arm, where besides the overall shift of the distribution, 

related to the sample slope variation, there is a strong variation of the distribution shape. The shape change is, probably, 

due to the within-beam interference when different parts of the beam, after reflection from the strongly aspheric SUT, 

such as the chirped pattern, have a difference in the optical path, and correspondingly, in the phase of some noticeable 

fraction of π (see also the data and discussion in Sec. 3.2). 

When we find the beam position on the CCD detector with the GMF algorithm, we are ignoring the interference effect. 

This leads to the low resolution of the measurements with enlarged effective width of the PSF. On the contrary, the 

position of the intensity profile centroid accounts for the shape change and appears to be a better metric for the 

measurements, with higher resolution and the PSF with smaller width. 

3.2  The ALS LTP-II in the PBI operation mode 

In the PBI operation mode of the LTP-II, the two beams with the phase difference of approximately π are formed with 

the Porro prisms (Fig. 1a). The resultant light intensity distribution, measured with a CCD camera, placed in the 

reference arm, is shown in Fig. 8.  

 

Figure 8. (a) Image of the reference-arm beam of the LTP-II in the PBI operation mode; (b) the one-dimensional intensity 

profile of the beam after integration of the 2D distribution in plot (a) in the sagittal direction. The value of the separation of 

the beams is approximately 1.8 mm. The smooth lines depict the result of fitting with two Gaussian distributions. 

Due to the imperfections of the optics in the phase shifter, the intensity distribution is not perfectly symmetric. Fitting of 

the 1D profile in Fig. 8b with two shifted Gaussian functions provides the estimations for the beam separation of 

http://dx.doi.org/doi.number.goes.here


 

 
 

 

~ 1.8 mm, the FWHM of ~ 0.70 mm (almost the same for the left and right beam), and the ratio of the beam intensities 

of ~ 0.71.  

With the phase difference of approximately π, the intensity distribution in the focal plane of the FTL, recorded with the 

LTP-II detector, has a destructive character with the intensity minimum in the center.  

Video 2 shows the variation of the light beam intensity distributions in the reference arm (the left image) and (the right 

image) in the sample arm as detected with the LTP-II CCD camera. In this case, the sensor of the LTP-II in the PBI 

operation mode is scanning along the chirped slope sample with 0.1 mm increment. The overall length of the trace, 

reproduced in Video 2, of ~ 65 mm corresponds to the higher spatial frequency part of the chirped pattern.   

 
Video 2. The variation of the light beam intensity distributions in the reference arm (the left image) and (the right image) in 

the sample arm as recorded with the LTP-II in the PBI operation mode. Besides the overall shift of the two-peak fringe 

pattern in the sample-arm, there is a strong variation of its shape. The shape change is due to the interference of two 

components of the beam, which, after reflection from the strongly aspheric SUT, acquire an additional difference in the 

optical path, and correspondingly, in the phase. http://dx.doi.org/doi.number.goes.here 

While the shape and the position of the two-peak destructive-interference-fringe pattern in the reference beam (the left-

hand window in Video 2) are almost unchanged, the interference fringes recorded in the sample beam (the right-hand 

window in Video 2) have dramatic shape variation with the position along the chirped sample.  

A similar change of the two-peak fringe pattern is routinely observed when the phase difference of the beam components 

is varied by the LTP-II phase shifter (Fig. 1a). This observation supports our hypothesis, stated in Sec. 3.1, about the 

origin of the shape variation of the detected intensity distribution due to the optical path difference, appearing in the 

beam reflected from a strongly aspheric SUT.  

For precise determination of the measured slope angle from the detected intensity distribution in the LTP-II PBI 

operation mode, we use two algorithms.  

The first algorithm realizes the classical PBI technique. In this case, position of the central minimum of the detected two-

peak fringe pattern (Video 2) is determined by second-order-polynomial fitting (SOPF) of the central minimum in the 

pattern. The SOPF algorithm, which we use, is described and analyzed in detail in Ref. [13].  

Similarly to the SGB operation mode, the second positioning algorithm, used in the PBI mode, is the CCP algorithm, 

which consists of calculation of centroid positions of the detected intensity distributions.  

At first glance, for the case of the LTP-II in the PBI operation mode, it is natural to use the PSF in the form of two 

shifted Gaussian functions, describing the intensity distribution of two components of the sample and reference beams: 

    2 2 2 2

2 0 0exp ( ) (2 ) exp ( ) (2 )GPSF A x x A x x          ,                                        (3) 

where 
0x  is the parameter of the beam-component position shift, A  and A  are the normalized intensities, and 2   and 

2   are the variances of the beam components shifted in the negative and positive directions.  

However, as we demonstrate below, a single Gaussian-function PSF [Eq. (2)] works well also to describe the resolution 

measurements with the LTP-II in the PBI/SOPF operation mode  Fig. 9. 

http://dx.doi.org/doi.number.goes.here


 

 
 

 

Figure 9 presents the results of modeling of the LTP-II PSF for the case of the PBI/SOPF operation mode. The solid red 

line depicts the result of convolution of the single Gaussian function PSF [Eq. (2)] with 0.772  mm with the inherent 

slope variation of the chirped sample (the dotted green line). The corresponding PSD distributions are shown in Fig. 9b.  

There is a remarkable matching of the convolution results and the measured data (the dashed blue lines in Fig. 9). 

Therefore, the single Gaussian function proves to be an adequate model for the PSF of the LTP-II in the classical 

PBI/SOPF arrangement. However, in this case, the resolution appears to be lower by a factor of ~ 1.67 than that of the 

SGB/CCP mode (compare with the data in Fig. 5). 

 

Figure 9. (a) The chirped sample slope profile measured with the LTP-II in the PBI/SOPF mode (the dashed blue line), and 

(the solid red line) the results of convolution of the sample inherent slope variation (the dotted green line) with the Gaussian 

PSF [Eq. (2)] with 0.772  mm; (b) the PSD distributions of the profiles in plot (a). 

Results of the resolution measurements with the LTP-II in the PBI/CCP operation mode are depicted in Fig. 10. In this 

case, the profiler’s PSF can be precisely modeled with the two-Gaussian function, given with Eq. (3).  

 

Figure 10. (a) The chirp sample slope profile, measured with the LTP-II in the PBI/CCP operation mode (the dashed blue 

line), and (the solid red line) the results of convolution of the sample inherent slope variation (the dotted green line) with the 

two-Gaussian PSF [Eq. (3)] with 0 0.958x  mm, 0.416    mm, and 0.81A A   ; (b) the PSD distributions of the 

profiles in plot (a). 

An important new feature of the data in Fig. 10 is a flip of the sign of the measured slope variation at the position of 

~ 40 mm that corresponds to the spatial period of the chirped sample of ~ 3.5 mm. The flip is the known signature of an 

ITF with negative periods (see, for example Refs. [10-12]).  

Because the Fourier transform of a Gaussian function is also Gaussian function, the ITF, corresponding to the PSF, 

defined with Eq. (2), has not negative periods and, therefore, the single Gaussian function is not suitable for modeling 

the PSF of the LTP-II in PBI operation mode with centroid-calculation positioning. 



 

 
 

 

In order to model the PSF of the LTP-II in this arrangement, we use the two-Gaussian function, given with Eq. (3). With 

the parameters of the model: 0 0.958x  mm, 0.416    mm, and 0.81A A    (the later ratio accounts for the 

asymmetrical shape of the beam intensity distribution in Fig. 8), we get the PSF, sketched in Fig. 11 together with the 

corresponding ITF.  

 

Figure 11. (a) The PSF and (b) the ITF of the LTP-II in the PBI/CCP operation mode with the centroid-calculation 

positioning of the recorded two-peak intensity patterns.  

The PSF in Fig. 11a convolves the chirped-sample inherent slope distribution to closely match the measured trace (the 

dashed blue line in Fig. 10a). The close matching of the corresponding PSD spectra in Fig. 10b also supports the validity 

of the approximation of the PSF with the two-Gaussian model in Eq. (3). 

4. THE LTP-II RESOLUTION IN COMPARISON WITH THE OSMS 

In Sec. 4.1, below, we discuss the resolution of the ALS OSMS with 2.5-mm-diameter aperture that is the classical 

arrangement of a slope profiler based on autocollimator ELCOMAT-3000. The spatial resolution of the OSMS equipped 

with apertures of different size and shapes has been comprehensively investigated in the recent publication [21].  

In Secs. 4.2 and 4.3, the resolution of the OSMS is compared with that of the ALS LTP-II in two operation modes, 

SGB/CCP and PBI/CCP. These modes provide larger amplitudes of the slope variation at higher spatial frequencies of 

the chirped pattern, measured with the LTP-II in the SGB and PBI arrangements, respectively (see Sec. 3). 

4.1  Spatial resolution of the ALS OSMS equipped with a circular aperture of 2.5-mm diameter 

Figure 12 shows (the dashed blue lines) the results of resolution measurements with the ALS OSMS equipped with a 

circular aperture of 2.5-mm diameter. The measurements were performed over the same low-spatial-frequency pattern of 

the chirped slope sample. Note that the data in Fig. 12 are also relevant to the classical arrangement of a NOM-like slope 

profiler with an autocollimator ELCOMAT-3000-based sensor with a circular aperture of 2.5-mm diameter [46˗58]. 

 

Figure 12. (a) The chirped-sample slope profile (the dashed blue line), as measured with the ALS OSMS equipped with a 

circular aperture of 2.5-mm diameter, and (the solid red line) the result of convolution of the sample inherent slope variation 

with the ‘NOM-approximation’ ITF, derived in Ref. [66]. For reference, the inherent slope variation of the chirped pattern is 

shown with the dotted green line; (b) the PSD distributions of the profiles in plot (a). 

The resolution properties of the OSMS with 2.5-mm aperture are well described with a circular aperture ITF, analytically 

derived in [68] and corrected in Ref. [66] with an additional term, empirically determined to better match the OSMS 

resolution measurements with the high-spatial-frequency pattern of the chirped slope test sample [22,23], used also here: 
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which we call ‘NOM approximation’ ITF.  

In Eq. (4), 1J  is the first order Bessel function of the first kind, u  is the frequency variable, and 0.73a  mm is the 

effective radius of the aperture; the optimized value of the parameter C  is 63.7 10C   [66]. Note that the effective 

diameter of 2 1.46a  mm of the ‘NOM approximation’ ITF [Eq. (4)] is significantly smaller than the AC aperture 

diameter of 2.5 mm. This is probably due to the rather complicated algorithm, used in the AC ELCOMAT-3000 to 

evaluate the measured angle [69]. 

In Fig. 12a, the slope trace, shown with the solid red line, is obtained by application of the ITF, given with Eq. (4), to the 

inherent slope distribution of the low-frequency pattern of the chirped sample (the dotted green line in Fig. 12a). This 

processed trace almost perfectly coincides with the measured slope distribution (the dashed blue line in Fig. 12a). The 

corresponding PSD distributions, shown in Fig. 12b, illustrate in the spatial frequency domain the high confidence of the 

OSMS ITF model, given with Eq. (4).  

4.2  LTP-II in the SGB/CCP operation mode vs OSMS 

For better comparison of the lateral resolution of the LTP-II in the SGB/CCP operation mode and the OSMS with 

2.5˗mm aperture, in Fig. 13 we put together the results of the resolution measurements for these two slope profilers, 

discussed in detail in Secs. 3.1 and 4.1, respectively. 

 

Figure 13. (a) The slope profiles and (b) the corresponding PSD distributions of the low-frequency pattern of the chirped 

sample as measured (the solid red line) with the LTP-II in the SGB/CCP mode of operation, and (the dashed blue line) with 

the OSMS equipped with a circular aperture of 2.5-mm diameter. 

Over the spatial wavelength range of ~ 2.17.0 mm, covered with the low-frequency pattern of the chirped sample, the 

lateral resolution of the LTP-II in the SGB/CCP mode of operation, and the OSMS with 2.5-mm-diameter aperture is the 

same. Therefore, from the point of view of resolution, the tools are equivalent. 

The lateral resolution of an AC ELCOMAT-3000 based slope profiler can be improved by a factor of ~ 1.5 with the use 

of a rectangular aperture of 1.5 mm x 3 mm, as first suggested and demonstrated in Ref. [21]. As to the LTP-II in the 

SGB mode, the resolution boundary is set by the diffraction-limited light-beam-spot size probing the SUT. The decrease 

of the spot size with an additional focusing lens, as suggested, for example, in Ref. [70], does not seem to be a good 

practical solution because of the additional problems, such as the uncertainty in the angular calibration of such a profiler.  

4.3  LTP-II in the PBI/CCP operation mode vs OSMS 

On the contrary to the LTP-II in the SGB/CCP mode, the resolution properties of the LTP-II in the PBI/CCP operation 

mode is significantly different from that of the OSMS – Fig. 14.  

Over the lower-frequency part of the chirped pattern, the PBI/CCP LTP-II measurements (the solid green lines in 

Fig. 14) provide the slope variation amplitude smaller than the OSMS by a factor of  > 2. The measured amplitude falls 

to zero at the spatial wavelength of ~ 3.5 mm and flips the phase of the variation over the higher-frequency part of the 



 

 
 

 

pattern. An interesting observation in Fig. 14 is at the wavelength of ~ 2.3 mm, where the slope variation amplitude, 

measured with the LTP-II in the PBI/CCP mode overreaches that measured with the OSMS with 2.5-mm aperture.  

 

Figure 14. (a) The slope profiles and (b) the corresponding PSD distributions of the low-frequency pattern of the chirped 

sample as measured with the LTP-II in the PBI/CCP operation mode (the solid green lines) and (the dashed blue lines) with 

the OSMS equipped with a circular aperture of 2.5-mm diameter. 

Therefore, if ignoring the wrong phase of the variation amplitude, the LTP-II in the PBI/CCP mode provides data that 

are more reliable only over a rather narrow spatial wavelength range of ~ 2 – 2.5 mm.  

At first glance, this observation leads to the conclusion that the LTP-type tools cannot compete with the AC 

ELCOMAT-3000-based slope profilers. However, this is not the case.  

There are a few significant advantages provided by the LTP-type slope profilers. First, when equipped with a single-

mode laser light source, the LTP allows precision characterization of groove-density distribution of diffraction gratings 

[34,41,42]. This is impossible with the ELCOMAT-3000 that uses a broad-band non-coherent LED light source. Second, 

unlike the AC-based tools, the LTP profilers do not require a light limiting aperture. This simplifies measurements with 

optical assemblies. Third, specifically for the ALS LTP-II gantry system, it has a capability for lifting the LTP sensor to 

increase the clearance needed for measurements with large multi-component optical assemblies. Finally, there is still an 

open question about the possibility to control/monitor the LTP systematic errors when using the LTP in different 

operation modes, as first discussed in Ref. [16].  

5. APPLICATION OF THE MEASURED ITF 

For the completeness of the discussion in this paper, centered to the resolution measurements with the LTP-II in different 

operation modes, we present below a few examples of application of the knowledge about the instrument’s PSF and ITF 

(obtained via the dedicated measurements and modeling, as discussed in Secs. 3 and 4) to improve the quality 

(reliability) of the metrology data.  

A detailed discussion of the involved analytical methods and dedicated numerical techniques and software is out of the 

scope of the present work. Some introductory information can be found in Ref. [68]. In this publication, the ITF-based 

reconstruction (deconvolution) of the measured slope data beyond the instrumental resolution limit was first suggested 

and demonstrated on the example of a 1D data, forecasted using stochastic modeling of the measured data. A 

comprehensive description of the reconstruction methods and newly dedicated software are presented in a recent work 

[66]. It also discusses the results of application of the developed methods and software to sophisticated treatment of 1D 

surface slope data, obtained with the ALS XROL OSMS. 

Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the efficiency of resolution-measurement-based reconstruction of the chirped sample slope 

variation from the slope traces measured with the LTP-II in the SGB/CCP and PBI/CCP modes of operation. For 

comparison, similar data from the chirped-sample slope metrology with the OSMS with 2.5-mm-diameter aperture is 

shown in Fig. 17.  



 

 
 

 

 

Figure 15. (a) The slope profiles and (b) the corresponding PSD distributions of the low-frequency pattern of the chirped 

sample as measured (the blue dashed lines) with the LTP-II in the SGB/CCP mode of operation, and (the solid red lines) as 

obtained in the course of reconstruction process, developed in Ref. [66]. For reference, the inherent slope variation and its 

PSD of the chirped pattern are shown with the dotted green lines. 

 

Figure 16. (a) The slope profiles and (b) the corresponding PSD distributions of the low-frequency pattern of the chirped 

sample as measured (the blue dashed lines) with the LTP-II in the PBI/CCP mode of operation, and (the solid red lines) as 

obtained in the course of reconstruction process, developed in Ref. [66]. For reference, the inherent slope variation and its 

PSD of the chirped pattern are shown with the dotted green lines. 

 

Figure 17. (a) The slope profiles and (b) the corresponding PSD distributions of the low-frequency pattern of the chirped 

sample as measured (the blue dashed lines) with the OSMS with 2.5-mm-diameter circular aperture, and (the solid red lines) 

as obtained in the course of reconstruction process, developed in Ref. [66]. For reference, the inherent slope variation and its 

PSD of the chirped pattern are shown with the dotted green lines. 



 

 
 

 

In all three cases in Figs. 15 – 17, the reconstruction process, developed in Ref. [66], allows to effectively improve the 

resolution of the measurements and provides the recovered (processed) slope traces that almost exactly match the 

inherent slope distribution of the chirped profile under measurements.  

However, with the data, measured with the LTP-II in the PBI/CCP operation mode (Fig. 16), the reconstruction gives 

slightly worse result. This is because the PBI/CCP LTP-II measurement suffers from the loss of information around the 

point of the ITF zero crossing.  

The two other options of slope profilometry, the LTP-II in the SGB/CCP mode of operation (Fig. 15) and the OSMS 

with 2.5˗mm-diameter circular aperture, have the single-Gaussian-like ITFs without zero crossings. Therefore, their 

measurements contain complete information about the sample surface profile over the entire spatial frequency range, 

characteristic for the sample. This information together with the knowledge about the ITFs of the instruments are 

sufficient for obtaining upon reconstruction the high confidence slope metrology of the chirped sample. 

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented the results of a comprehensive investigation of spatial (lateral) resolution of the LTP-II and OSMS 

surface slope profilers, both available at the ALS X-Ray Optics Laboratory. These are the tools of the surface slope 

profilometry types, most commonly used for high accuracy characterization of x-ray optics in the low-spatial-frequency 

range.  

We have shown that, when the LTP-II is used in the single Gaussian beam arrangement and the positioning of the 

intensity distribution of the detected light beam is performed by calculation the distribution centroid (the LTP-II in the 

SGB/CCP mode), its ITF can be accurately modeled with a single Gaussian function. Comparison of the SGB/CCP LTP-

II resolution with that of the OSMS, equipped with 2.5-mm-diameter aperture, depicts almost identical resolution 

properties over the spatial frequency range, covered with the chirped slope pattern of the sample used in this work for the 

ITF calibration.  

We have experimentally demonstrated that the LTP in the SGB mode with positioning based on fitting the detected 

intensity distribution with the Gaussian function (the LTP-II in the SGB/GMF mode) has significantly lower resolution.  

Our investigation on resolution of the LTP-II in a classical two-beam pencil-beam-interferometer arrangement have 

established that the classical positioning algorithm, based on determining the position of the minimum of the detected 

destructive-interference-fringe pattern (the LTP-II in the PBI/SOPF mode), significantly reduces, by a factor of ~ 1.67, 

the resolution compared with the LTP-II in the SGB/CCP mode and the OSMS with a 2.5-mm  aperture. Note that, the 

single Gaussian function has been shown to be an adequate model for the PSF of the LTP-II in the classical PBI/SOPF 

arrangement. 

The LTP-II in the PBI arrangement with the centroid calculation positioning (the LTP-II in the PBI/CCP mode), can still 

compete in the resolution with other two profilometry options (the LTP-II in the SGB/CCP mode and the OSMS with a 

2.5-mm  aperture). If ignoring the wrong phase of the variation amplitude, the LTP-II in the PBI/CCP mode provides 

data that are more reliable over spatial wavelength range of ~ 2 – 2.5 mm. In order to model the PSF of the LTP-II in the 

PBI/CCP mode, we have suggested to use the two-Gaussian function. With the properly optimized parameters, the PSF 

allows us to precisely describe the experimental data, obtained with the chirped slope sample.  

We have also discussed the application of the knowledge about the instrument’s PSF and ITF (obtained via the dedicated 

measurements and modeling, as shown in this paper) to improve the quality (reliability) of 1D slope metrology data. 

Without a detailed discussion of the involved analytical methods and dedicated numerical techniques and software (that 

can be found in Refs. [66,68]), we have demonstrated the possibility of resolution-measurement-based reconstruction of 

the chirped sample slope variation from the slope traces measured with the LTP-II in the SGB/CCP and PBI/CCP modes 

of operation, and with the OSMS with a 2.5-mm  aperture. In all three cases, the reconstruction allows to effectively 

improve the resolution of the measurements and provides the recovered (processed) slope traces that almost exactly 

match the inherent slope distribution of the chirped profile under measurements.  

At first glance, our investigation leads to the conclusion that the LTP-type tools cannot compete with the AC 

ELCOMAT-3000-based slope profilers. However, this is not the case.  

There are a few significant advantages provided by the LTP-type slope profilers. First, when equipped with a single-

mode laser light source, the LTP allows precision characterization of groove-density distribution of diffraction gratings 



 

 
 

 

[34,41,42]. This is impossible with the ELCOMAT-3000 that uses a broad-band non-coherent LED light source. Second, 

unlike the AC-based tools, the LTP profilers do not require a light limiting aperture, placed close to the SUT. This 

simplifies measurements with optical assemblies. Third, specifically for the ALS LTP-II gantry system, it has a 

capability for lifting the LTP sensor to increase the space, needed for measurements with large multi-component optical 

assemblies. Finally, there is still open the question about the possibility to control/monitor the LTP systematic errors 

when using the LTP in different operation modes, as first discussed in Ref. [16].  

The work on numerical simulation of the experimental results of this paper, using a comprehensive optical modeling of 

the LTP-II, is in progress and will be discussed elsewhere.  
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